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Blanton Museum’s SoundSpace: Sound Construction  
Explores Unconventional,  Newly Constructed Instruments and Techniques 

 

 
 

SoundSpace: Sound Construction 
Sunday, September 28 | 2:00pm 

 
AUSTIN, Texas —August 14, 2014 — Out-of-the-ordinary musical techniques and newly constructed 
instruments are at the center of the eighth installment of SoundSpace, the Blanton Museum of Art’s 
acclaimed biannual concert series.  On Sunday, September 28, the Blanton’s galleries will transform 
into an immersive sensory environment with a vibrant lineup of performances by musicians and dancers. 
SoundSpace: Sound Construction will highlight the variety of ways in which musicians explore tonal 
color and texture, incorporating techniques and instruments ranging from guitar and violin to modified 
children’s toys, live audio manipulation based on motion tracking, creative amplification of white noise, 
and even apples.  
 
The concert will include the premiere of a monumental new work, Symmetrographia, by noted Austin 
composer Travis Weller (New Music Co-op). Showcasing ten musicians playing violin, viola, cello, 
contrabass, steel tongue bells, and two piano wire skiffs, this program-length composition also features 
“The Owl,” a sixteen-string instrument created by Weller in 2006 that is played with techniques such as 
mallets, harmonics friction, and bowing. A rich and subtle sound radiates from this mix of traditional and 
novel instruments, which the audience can experience from multiple perspectives as they move about 
the space during the course of the performance.  
 
Other can’t-miss performers include Dan Lippel, solo guitarist for the International Contemporary 
Ensemble (ICE) and leading interpreter of avant-garde repertoire for guitar, Cogburn + Parker, 
comprised of drummer Chris Cogburn (No Idea Festival) and SoundSpace Artistic Director and 



trombonist Steve Parker, who will explore the ability of white noise to disorient when projected at a 
higher volume than music material, as well as El len Bartel  and Steven Snowden presenting a 
special performance of “This Place,” a composition integrating electronics, live motion tracking, 
projection, and solo dance. Through this piece, Austin-based dancer Bartel and Hong Kong-based sound 
artist Snowden come together to demonstrate how the energy contained within the human body has the 
power to shape the energy and space around it.  
 

Audiences will also have a chance to become active 
participants in sound construction with interactive stations 
created by Philadelphia artist Sam Cusumano of 
Electricity for Progress and Data Garden. Visitors are invited 
to explore and create music through devices such as a two-
player Atari Punk Console, Casio SK-1, Kidstunes keyboard, 
and a “Yodeling Pickle.” Beyond the interactive stations, 
Cusumano will perform using electrical conductance and 
radio fields to create a dynamic soundscape with apples, 
called Apple Distortion. 
 

 
Heralded by the Austin American-Statesman as “The most successful new music event in the City,” 
SoundSpace is organized for the Blanton by Artistic Director Steven Parker. A dynamic concert series 
that brings together musicians and other creatives from all corners of Austin's artistic community, 
SoundSpace is now in its fourth year. The series focuses on making connections between visual and 
sound art, and demonstrates the Blanton’s commitment to nurturing collaborations that provide 
innovative experiences with art, inspire creativity, and support the educational mission of The University 
of Texas at Austin.  
 
SoundSpace: Sound Construction is open to the public and included with the purchase of general 
museum admission: $9 for adults, $7 for seniors, $5 for students, and free for Blanton Members, UT 
Students, Faculty and Staff, and Children 12 and under. More information can be found at 
www.blantonmuseum.org. 
 

### 
 

About the Blanton Museum of Art :  
Founded in 1963, the Blanton Museum of Art is one of the foremost university art museums in the 
country and holds the largest public collection in Central Texas. Recognized for its modern and 
contemporary American and Latin American art, Italian Renaissance and Baroque paintings, and 
encyclopedic collection of prints and drawings, the Blanton offers thought provoking, visually arresting, 
and personally moving encounters with art. 
 
The museum is located at the intersection of Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and Congress Avenue 
and is open Tuesday though Friday from 10 - 5, Saturday from 11-5, and Sunday from 1-5. Thursdays 
are free admission days and every third Thursday the museum is open until 9. Admission Prices: Adults 
$9, Kids 12 and under FREE, Seniors (65+) $7, Youth/College Students (13-21) $5. Admission is free to 
members, all current UT ID-holders. For additional information call (512) 471-7324 or visit 
www.blantonmuseum.org. 
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